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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIE1.J OF THE LITERATURE
Although the term "hypnotism" was not coined by James
Braid until the end of the eighteenth century (Tinterow,

1970), careful study of historical, particularly medical
and religious material suggests tha,t hypnotic-like phenomena have been observed for thousands of years (Conn, .1957).
Throughout history and across a variety of cultures reports
have been circulated in the forms of legend.or written
chronicles of strange or "miraculous" cures performed by
shamans, witchdoctors, deities, oracles and members of
the nobiiity.
The methods used in such "cures" of the afflicted
varied somewhat across cultures.

Ancient Egyptians

favore~

the use of incantations, amulets, and the laying on of
hands to treat patients.

A group called the Therapeutae

are reported to have performed many cures by these means,
A favorite technique of the shaman of many primitive cul-.
tures was the practice of sucking the afflicted part of
the patient's body in order to pull out the source of
affliction.

As early as the ninth century B.C. Homer

reported a hypnotic cure in The Odyssey.

During the

fourth century B.C. a sleep temple was constructed in
1

2

Greece dedicated to Asklepios, ·the god of healing.

Here

people suffering from a variety of presumably psychosomatic
or hysterical illnesses would come to have their symptoms
relieved.

After offering sacrifices of money or other val-

uables the patient would bathe in a specifically designated
pool, and then spend several nights on the floor of the
entranceway to the temple, alternately praying, sleeping
and listening to the speeches of the priests describing
all of the wonderful cures prevlously.performed there.
Following this extended period of preparation and indoctrination, the patient would gain entrance into the temple
proper, where prior to "temple sleep" a priest would offer
suggestions and perform a few rituals.

As the patient

then slept he would be cured or prescribed a remedy in a
(

dream by Asklepios.

Asklepios was subsequently plaguer-

ized by the Romans under the name of Aesculapius,
Royalty seems always to have had a particular ability to cure by their touch. Pyrrus, King ofEpius, was
reputed to have cured chiefly bymeans.of his big toe,
which was considered divinely blessed.

Vespasian, an

Emperor of Rome in the first century A.D., was also given
to curing people by the touch of his foot.

Many other ·

members of the nobility throughout the middle ages were
famed for their healing touch, among them, Louis IX of
France, Edward the Confessor and .,Charles II of England
(Ludwig, 1964).

3

For the most part, the cures discussed to this point
were explained simply in terms of the magical influences
possessed by some gods and mortals.

It is not difficult

to understand, however, that there were significant components of suggestion and imagination involved in all of
these techniques.

An essential element in all of the

methods discussed heretofore is that each involves a non.,.
reciprocal relationship between one member of a culture
and another highly credible, more prestigious member whose
principle source of curative power seemed to be his reputa ...
tion in the culture.
Thi~ formulation of hypnotism has,' in fact, been

suggested by several modern clinicians, including Watkins
(1963), and Haley (1963).

Watkins maintains that trance

and transference are essentially the same, an idea which
receives support in the writings of Milton Erikson (_1958),
who until his death was probably the preeminent practitioner of hypnotherapy in this country,

Erikson used hyp-

nosis extensively in his practice of psychotherapy, although he limited the use of formal induction procedures
to less than tert per cent of his cases (Beahrs, 1971).
Erikson conceptualized that it is the prestige and therefore the power of the therapist which gives him the capacity to make compelling suggestions to the client and so
relieve the client's symptomatology.
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By the fifteenth century there were a few ·enlightened
men who recognized the role of suggestion in these phenomena.

Among these sages were the Italian philosopher Pico

della Mirandola

(1463~1494)

Paracelsus (1493-1541).

and the German physician

In addition to his recognition of

the importance of suggestion and faith in healing,

Paracel~

sus also anticipated the animal magnetism theories which
were to be mos·t widely propounded by Anton Mesmer more
than.two centuries later.

Specifically, Paracelsus be-

lieved that every person possesses a certain magnetic
power which can attract particles of good and evil much
in the same way that a magnet attracts iron shavings.

An

application of his technique is described by his biographer;
)

a case of hysteria the attracting part of
the magnet is applied above the uterus, and
the repulsing part of another magnet below.
In this way the nefVous force controlling .
the movements of the uterus will be propelled
towards its proper place, (Ludwig, p. 213).

~n

Probably Paracelsus' explanation of hypnotic like phenomena
in terms of magnetism reflected a growing belief during the
sixteenth century in the power of science to explain events
which once had been understandable only in terms of magic
or religion.

Other men of medicine and science too, such

as Arnold of Villanova (1235-1312), Roger Bacon '(1214 .. 1294),
Sebastian Wirdig (1613-1687) and Robert Fludd (1574-1637),
all developed theories relating the transfer of diseas.es
to the influence of (magnetic)

•

~orces

(Ludwig, 1964) .

5 .

It seems probable that Mesmer's theory of animal magnetism offered very little which had not been previously
expounded by others.

Mesmer postulated that all illness

was the result of an imbalance of the natural magnetic
balance of fluids which exists within and between people,
and which, further, is influenced by the relative positions
of the planets.
novel.

This theory was not in itself particularly

What distinguished Mesmer from other believers of

animal magnetism was the way in which he applied this
theory to patients.

It is doubtful that any shaman or

witchdoctor could have presented a more impressive or less·
scientific appearance than did Mesmer when he was
cing his art.

practi~

A group of patients would sit in a darkened

room, encircling a large oaken tub filled with water,
powderedglass, and iron shavings.

In would walk the tall,

imposing figure of Mesmer, clothed in a flowing silk robe,
with an iron wand in his hand.

Mesmer would wave the wand

over the patient's head, or pass a hand over his body, and
by this process restore the balance of
a healthy state.

~agnetic

forces to

Mesmer presented his ideas to his scien-

tific contemporaries, only to have a governmental·commis ..
sion denounce him as· a fraud (Tint.erow, 1970).
The poor scientific reputation held by mesmerism
was in marked contrast to its popularity among the masses,
but it nevertheless fell into disrepute and was not seriously studied much until the end-of the nineteenth century,

6

when men of the stature of the French neurologist Charcot
and the psychiatrist Bernheim began investigating hypnotic
phenomena.

At this time two opposing views of hypnosis

were represented by the schools of Salpetriere and Nancy.
Charcot, representing the school of Salpetriere, maintained
that hypnosis is an artificially induced neurosis found
only in hysterics.

Further, he believed that a person,

could be hypnotized without knowing that this is happening,
and .that this could be accomplished through the use of
magnets (Tinterow, 1970) .. Under the influence of Charcot,
Freud began to do hypnosis with hysterical patients, a
method which he later abandoned in favor of free association.

Meanwhile, at Nancy, Bernheim developed a theory

explaining hypnosis in terms of suggestibility, and voiced
criticism of the powerful .Charcot's theory and research
methods.

Bernheim conceptualized hysteria as a form of

self-hypnosis, and believed that both the hysteria and
the hypnotic trance were the result of a high level of
suggestibility (Selling, 1943).
Following the studies of Charcot and Bernheim, and
'

the abandonment of the field by Freud, there was again
what appeared to be a lapse of interest in hypnosis which
lasted until the renowned psychologist Clark Hull became
the first to empirically
phenomena.

~nd

experimentally study hypnotic

Hull's work in this field, while_important,

covered a relatively brief time period from 1927 to 1930.

,>'
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During these years Hull and his followers at the University
of Wisconsin did numerous experiments on hypnosis,

p~blished

32 articles and finally his book Hypnosis and Suggestibility
(1933).

Hull interpreted hypnosis as the creation of a

state of.hypersuggestibility which itself is a habit phenomenon (Hull,_ 1933).

Hull aspired to bring hypnosis into

scientific respectibility, and appeared to be

succeedi~g

until 1929, when he left Wisconsin to go to Yale,

Very

quickly he met with opposition from the psychiatric community and ultimately he dropped his work in hypnosis
(Williams, 1953).

Nevertheless, his work in this field

succeeded in demonstrating that the elusive, obscure phenomenon of hypnosis can be studied experimentally.

When

Hull left the field of hypnosis, scientific interest in
the subject declined dramatically, much as it had when
Freud abandoned its use in his treatment of hysterics.
Hilgard (1971) has suggested that more than 40 years
after Hull's book, there is again a rising cycle of interest in hypnosis.

He attributes this interest to the steady

increase in the use of hypnosis by physicians, dentists,
and psychotherapists since World 1-lar II.

Hilgard· has sug-

gested that the lack of consis.tent interest in and study
of hypnosis is a functio~ of the very nature of the subject matter itself.

Science, he claims, has always been

hard pressed to deal with matters which appear intangible.
Because hypnosis is essentially a within subject

8

phenomenon, the study of which entails dealing with such
variables as consciousness, imagination, and attentive
processes, it

h~s

been scorned by ''hard" scientists,

This

seems to have been particularly true during that time

per~

iod when behaviorism was the central theoretical framework
for American experimental psychology .. As that framework
has been modified and expanded.in recent decades there has
been increasing interest in the study of a variety of more
subjective phenomena, including hypnosis.

This expansion

of acceptable areas of scientific psychological investiga ...
tion, coupled with the rise in the use of hypnosis,

seem~

to have played a significant role in increasing interest
in the empirical study of hypnotic phenomena.
In the past fifteen years a number of highly respected
researchers have devoted much or all of their research efforts to the study of various aspects of hypnotism.

In-

cluded among these researchers are Ernest and Josephine
Hilgard of Stanford (1971),

T~

X, Barter (1969), T, R.

Sarbin (1972) and R. E. Shor (1962).

Weitzenhoffer and

Hilgard (1959), Barber and Shor (1962) have each_published
scales attempting to measure hypnotizability and suggestibility.

These authors and others have published at least

half a dozen major books and numerous articles.on hypnosis
in the past decade.

Two journals, the American Journal of

Clinical Hypnosis and the International Journal of Experi.mental and Clinical Hypnosis are exclusively devoted to

9

the subject and each is affiliated with a separate professional society.
· In a recent review Hilgard (1975) discusses five current trends in hypnosis research, theory., and clinical practice.

The first of these trends is the controversy over the

concept of trance or hypnotic state.

Several researchers,

Barber and Sarbin being notable among them, have rejected
the trance concept (Hilgard, 1971).

Sarbin•s role enactment

theory ass·erts that an hypnotic state is only the subject's
accepting the role assigned to him by the hypnotist, and
then attempting to. enact that role to the best of his ability (Sarbin, 1950).

Barber has no singular theory to ex-

plain hypnotic behavior, but.believes that the trance concept is unnecessary and confusing, and prefers to describe
the behavior in terms of antecedent variables which determine the consequent outcome behavior.

Among these antece-

dent variables Barber includes the subject's task motivation,
his expectations, and the tone or wording of the
Hilgard himself finds the

conce~ts

suggestions~

of trance and in-

duction useful, and suggests that people who have difficulty accepting them might also find objections to the
concepts of consciousness, instinct or other
phenomen.

subjecti~e

Hilgard acknowledges that there are

c~ses

in

which the concept of trance loses meaning (e.g., is the

•

subject whose arm is rendered cataleptic by a post hypnotic
suggestion in a trance, or is only his arm in a .trance?).
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Nevertheless

he feels this construct to be a viable one for

the same reasons that Orne and others do also; namely, that
persons in an hypnotic sta.te have a unique subjective experience over and above what might be explained simply in
terms of situational variables.

The issue of state versus

non-state is a theoretical one, and it is not necessary,
for the purposes of this study, to take one or the other
of these two positions.
A second aspect of hypnosis which has been a focus
of considerable interest to researchers is the role played
by fantasy and imagination.

J. R. Hilgard (1974) has in-

vestigated this area aQd discovered that subjects' reported
imaginative involvement in childhood correlated with hypnotic susceptibility as adults.

Related to this is the

third thrust of hypnosis related research-.-the study of
individual differences in hypnotic susceptibility.

It is

widely accepted that hypnotic susceptibility is a relatively enduring trait in human beings, which rises during childhood, reaches its peak during pre-adol-escence, and then
declines slowly thereafter (Hilgard, 1971).

This is not

to imply, however, that hypnotizability is not mo.difiable.
Diamond (1974), in a review of the modification of hypnotizability cites several successful studies in which
hypnotizability is significantly increased by the experimental procedure.

This potential increase in hypnotic

susceptibility will be further investigated in the present

11
study.

It had been presumed in. the late nineteenth century

when Freud, Charcot and Bernheim were working, that the
ability to be hypnotized, much like the potential for hysteria, was much more pronounced in women than in men.

Most

modern investigators have found no sign:lficant difference·
between the sexes insofar as their hypnotizability is concerned (Eysenck, 1943; Hilgard, 1975; Hull, 193.3; Weitzenhoffer & Weitzenhoffer, 1958), although this finding is
0

still disputed (As, O'Hara & Munger, 1962; Bowers,

1971)~

and will be further examined in this study.
Related also to the study of individual differences
is the study of psychophysiological correlates of the hypnotic state.

Hilgard reports that as of now no physiolog-

ical indicator can reliably distinguish the

hypnotize~

.

,

\

;'"·

person from the non-hypnotized person, but research in
this area con_tinues unabated.

Much of this research relies

on EEG patterns and evoked potentials.

Some early evidence

indicates the possibility that highly hypnotizable persons
tend to have right hemisphere dominance, but these findings
need further clarification.
Further, and perhaps most significantly, numerous
articles and books have appeared in the past decade which
address themselves to the clinical application of hypnosis,
particularly in pain reduction and psychotherapy.

As· was

mentioned previously, one existing· journal (the Americ·an
Journal of Clinical Hypnosis) is devoted exclusively to
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this area.

In the relief of pain, hypnosis has be.en used

to treat women giving birth, dental patients about to

under~

go tooth extraction, amputees suffering from ''phantom limb
pain" (Hilgard, 1975), and even pain associated with ter..,
minal cancer (Beahrs, 1971).

Historical evidence indicates
'

that hypnosis was gaining increasing popularity among

tal and medical practitioners in the years immediately

den~

.Pri~

or to the discovery of anaesthesia, after which it was
largely abandoned for this purpose (Hilgard, 1971).

Today,/·

however, hypnosis is again gaining the favor of these professional groups, particularly for those cases where anaesthesia is contraindicated (e.g., in the cases of pregnant
women or persons allergic to anaesthesia).
Hypnosis has become increasingly popular as a means
to change habitual symptomatic behavior, such as nail biting,.
•

overeating, stuttering and smoking.

In treating such behav-

iors the patient or client is often taught self-hypnosis,
which can then be used to reinforce the

sugge~tions

of the

therapist.
Finally, hypnosis has been studied and used by a number of psychotherapists whose theoretical orientations represent the spectrum from psychoanalytic- to behavior modification.

Practitioners from these different schools offer

quite disparate explanations regarding the nature and effeet of hypnosis in psychotherapy.

Haley (1963) has attempt-

ed to reconcile these apparently contradictory viewpoints

13

by examining the formal logic of the communication patterns between therapist and client in various theoretical
frameworks.

In doing so he has observed important logical

similarities in the communications between therapist and
client in many of these schools.

His.redefinitions of

these communications has had significant impact on the
entire field of psychotherapy.
Much of the current int;:erest in hypnosis seems re ....
lated to its potential clinical application.
are differentially susceptible to hypnosis.

Human beings
Why these dif-

~

ferences exist and what they consist of will be further
studied here.

Additionally,. it appears hypnotizability may

be modified in a number of different ways.

This issue, too,

will be further investigated in this study,

In his review

on the modification of hypnotic susceptibility, Diamond
(1974) notes that this task has been approached in a variety of ways.

Most significantly for the present study,

several researchers have looked at the effect of cognitive
set and environmental setting variables on hypnotizabiliti.
Diamond defines hypnotic susceptibility as "hypnotic
behavior operationally defined and measured by standard
hypnotic test scales and self-ratings following attempted
hypnotic inductions" (p. 180).

Researchers who have used

this definition have discovered that the ideas which the
potential subject has about hypnosis may affect suscepti ..
bility.

These ideas may emanate from the subjects'

14
previous experience with or knowledge of

hypnosis~

or al-

ternately, from information provided to the subject at the
time susceptibility is being measured.

Previous studies

have indicated that responsivity is enhanced when the test
situation is defined as hypnosis (rather than using the
label of suggestibility, for instance), when it is defined
as easy rather than difficult, and when it is defined as a
permissive situation rather t;han an authoritarian one
(Barber & Calverley, 1964).

In general, hypnotizability

seems to increase when subjects are given:

(1) information

which will increase their motivation to be hypnotized, and
(2) requests for compliant behavior (Diamond, 1974),
In addition to manipulating the subject's cognitive
set, it appears that hypnotic susceptibility may·also be
modified by various alterations of the environmental setting.

Specifically, research evidence indicates that both

the hypnotist--subject relationship and experimenter variables can influence hypnotizability.

Subjects seem more

susceptible when they have an already established

relation~

ship with the hypnotist (Kramer, 1969), and when the subject feels trusting of the hypnotist (Piamond, · 1974) ..
Research has been done on a variety of experimenter variables which have been hypothesized to affect
ability.

hypnotiz~

Included among these variables are the sex,

status, level of experience,

a~d

race of the experimenter.

Investigations into the effects of status and level of
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experience of the experimenter upon hypnotizability have
generally _failed to demonstrate a clear positive relationship (Small & Kramer, 1969;.Wuraftic, 1971), leaving re-.
searchers to suggest that other, more subtle factors are
operating, such as the mood of the subject and his willingness to cooperate,

or experimenter variables more

complex than information conveyed to the subjects

regard~

ing the experimenter's level.of experience or expertise.
Previous researchers have consistently reported that the
sex of the hypnotist does not significantly affect hypnotizability (Eysenck, 1942; Hull, 1933; Weitzenhoffer &
Weitzenhoffer, 1971), although Weitzenhoffer reported a
non-significant tendency for subjects to be more

suscep~

tible to being hypnotized by an expel!imenter of the same'
sex.

This finding is somewhat· surprising, given the psy ....

choanalytic viewpoint of hypnosis as a manifestation of
the transference phenomenon (Watkins, 1963; Weitzenhoffer

& Weitzenhoffer, 1958).

The erotic basis of the transfer-

ence would seem to imply that the sex of the hypnotist
might have a significant effect on hypnotizability, and
that this effect would be in the direction of greater
hypnotic susceptibility by a hypnotist of the opposite
sex.

In a recent hypnotizability study O'Connor (.1976a)

found a subtle and fairly complex interaction effect between the sex of the hypnotist and the sex of the subject.
O'Connor used combinations of two induction formats, one
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of which was the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility (Shor & Orne, 1962), and the other a modification
thereof which substituted first person pronouns for the
second person pronouns of the Harvard Scale.

In addition,

O'Connor's subjects received one of two types of cognitive
information regarding hypnosis prior to the actual induction.

The "external" information explained. that hypnosis

is primarily a function of variables which exist outside
of. the subject and that the subject may lose both control
and conscious awareness of his actions while hypnotized.
The "internal" information described hypnotizability as
a skill which the subject possesses and may

develop~

and

stated that the subject is in complete control and is
completely aware of his actions while in the hypnotic
state.

O'Connor hypothesized that subjects would be more

hypnotizable if the cognitive information they received
was congruent with their locus of control expectancies
as measured by .the Rotter Introversion ... Extroversion Scale.
In addition he predicted that internal subjects (as measured by the Rotter) would be more hypnotizable than· external subjects.

Further, on the basis.of some little.

known prior research evidence (Browning & Friesen, 1974)
he expected subjects. to be more hypnotizable when presented
with an induction format using I-my pronouns rather than
You-your pronouns.

17
None of O'Connor's main hypotheses was confirmed.
However, he unexpectedly found that the format used in
the induction significantly affected hypnotizability in
his subjects.

Another·unexpected finding which was· en-

countered indicated that females scored significantly
higher under the external instructions than under the internal instructions, while the opposit.e was true for males.
Under the external

condition~

females

~ere

far more

hypno~

tizable when the !-my format was used, while the males
were somewhat more hypnotizable under these instructions
when the you-your format was used.
a theoretical rationale

w~ich

In trying to develop

would explain his results,

O'Connor suggested that a subtle interaction between the
sex of the subject and the sex of experimenter may have
been operating.

While he did not

ex~lain

this interaction

in terms.of transference per se, he did speculate that
males might be reluctant to relinquish control of their
actions to another male, while females, by di.nt of

cul~

tural conditioning will more willingly allow a male to
"take over."

Thus, when given the expectation that the

male experimenter would be in charge, 'the females· tended
to be cooperative, and consequently, were more hypnotizable.

In contrast, the males were less hypnotizable in

this situation.
O'Connor's findings suggested that his study needed
to be replicated by a female experimenter, in order to

18

verify the unexpectedly significant format effect, and to
explain the relationships between sex of experimenter, sex
of subject, and cognitive information.

Hypotheses
1.

It is hypothesized that subjects will be more

responsive to hypnotic suggestion under the r ...my format;:
than under the You-your
2.

form~t.

It is hypothesized that under the external

in~

structions and I-my format, males will be more responsive
to hypnotic suggestions given by a female experimenter
than a male experimenter ..

..
CHAPTER II
METHOD
Subjects
The 184 subjects who participated in the present
study represent two distinct, but comparable groups,

'rhe

98 subjects treated by the female experimenter (and present author) were undergraduates of Loyola University of
Chicago who volunteered from the experimental subject pool
of the Department· of Psychology during the Fall semester,

1976.'
The 86 subjects treated by the male experimenter
(O'Connor) similarly were undergraduates of Loyola selected
from the experimental subject pool during the Fall semester,

1975.

All subjects were selected on the basis of sex, lack

of previous experience, as hypnotic subjects, and willingness to participate in the study.

In addition, O'Connor's

subjects were selected on the basis of their extreme scores
on the Rotter I-E scale.

This factor was found to have no

significant effect on hypnotizability, and has been dropped
as a variable in the present study.
Further information regarding the comparability of
the two groups forming the subject sample for this study
is provided in the results section.
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Instruments
The only psychological measure used in this study was
the Harvard Group Scale of Hyppotic Susceptibility, Form A.
This scale is an adaptation of an earlier, individually
administered scale, the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility
Scale, Form A (Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1959).

The Har""'

vard Scale was developed by Shor and Orne {1962) to facilitate research.in hypnotic susceptibility by making the
administration of the scale .·possible in groups of unlimited size.

The scale (Appendix B) consists of 12 items

which are self scored by the subject.

. Subj ec,ts are pre-

sented with a standardized induction, and hypnotic sus.ceptibility is measured by the number of test items to
which each subject is responsive (e.g., arm rigidity, eye
catalepsy, hallucination).

A number of experiments on

the validity of the Harvard Scale have indicated generally
close correspondence between it and its precursor, the
Stanford (Bentler & Hilgard, 1963; Bentler & Roberts,
1963; Coe, 1964; Shor & Orne, 1963).
The original Stanford Scale is observer

scored~

in

modifying the scale for its use in groups Shor and Orne
developed a self-scoring method.

Several studies inves-

tigating the comparability of these two scoring systems
have shown them to have a high degree of correspondence,
with correlations ranging between .60 and .89 (Bentler &
Hilgard, 1963;

Bentle~r

& Roberts, 1963; Coe, 1964; Shor &
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Orne, 1963),

Coe, who attained. an r = . 60, concluded

that this lower correlation was probably attributable to
the experimental methodology he employed.

In general i.t

appears that the self-scoring system produces scores which
are insignificantly higher than the observer system (there
being generally less than one point difference between the
two systems).
Audio taped presentation rather than live presentation of the hypnotic induction is an option discussed in
the Harvard manual.

Several investigations have demon-

strated comparability of the two methods (Bean & Duff,
1975; Land & Greenberg, 1971; Small & Kramer, 1969).

In

the interests of standardization, and because this study
is essentially a replication and expansion of a previous
investigation, it was decided to tape both the two induc-tion procedures and the two sets of pre-induction instructions.
Procedure

.

Subjects were selected at random from the previously
mentioned subject pool, and contacted individually by telephone.

All subjects were informed that the study would

involve the use of hypnosis, and that they would have 'to
be willing to be hypnotized.

Those subjects who expressed

a willingness to participate were then assigned to groups
matched for sex. ·
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The four treatment conditions used in this study were
identical to those used by O'Connor (1976a), and represented
combinations of the pre-induction instructions and induction
formats.

Each group of subjects was given a brief personal

introduction.by the experimenter, reminding them that this
experiment

would involve the use of hypnosis, and giving

them the opportunity to leave at that point, receiving,full
credit for the experiment

:i.f they chose to do so.

Sub-

jects were then asked to read and sign a consent form
(Appendix E) which explained the general procedure and
possible risks.

They were then informed that further ex-

planation and instructions about the experiment would be
·presented by audio tape for standardization purposes,
Following this "live" introduction the subjects were
played one of two tapes containing either internal or ex-.
ternal instructions and information about hypnosis.

The

internal tape explained. that the ability to be hypnotized
is a skill which the subject possesses or developes; that
·this skill and the hypnotic situation.generally is under
the control of the subject at all times; and that there
is no loss of conscious awareness (Appendix C).

The ex-

ternal tape (Appendix D) explained that hypnosis is a
function of variables which are independent of the subject's personality or skill; that the hypnotist is in
control of the situation; and that some loss of conscious
awareness is typical,

The content of these pre-induction
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instructions is identical to that used by O'Connor in his
study (1976a).

Following the pre-induction instructions,

subjects were given the opportunity to ask.questions, the
responses to which paraphrased the instructions themselves.
Subjects then l.istened to ·one of the two induction
tapes.

One of these tapes consisted of the verbatim

in~

structions of the Harvard, which consistently utilizes,the
You-your format.

The alternq.te tape contained a modifica-.

tion of the Harvard instructions which uses the !-my for.-.
mat (Appendix A).
Following their listening to both a pre-induction
and an induction tape·, each subject completed the selfrated Harvard Scale report form.
solicited by the experimenter.

Afterward feedback was
Any unfavorable or dis-

turbed reactions by the·subjects were watched for care ...
fully:

This precaution was taken although the likelihood

of such a negative response is quite small (Shor & Orne,.
1962).

Four of the 98 subjects in the present study re-.

ported mild headaches following the

e~perimental

procedure;

other than this there were no adverse affects, and in fact
most subjects reported that they enjoyed the experience
and found it quite interesting.
Design
This study is conceptualized as a 2x2x2x2 design.
The subject variable of sex (male, female), and the
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treatment variables of pre-induction instructions (internal, external), induction format (!-my, You-your), and
sex of experimenter (male, female) account for the design.
Because subjects for the present study come from the same
population and have characteristics similar to the subjects
used by O'Connor, it was decided to analyze his data along
with the present author's data in order to study the effect of sex of experimenter,

The total sample consists

of 184 subjects (89 males, 95 females).

Subjects are

undergraduates of Loyola· University enrolled in the Intro~
ductory Psychology course.

The purpose of the design is

to,clarify the influence of the four main effects upon
hypnotizability, and to investigate the inter:r::elationships
among these variables,

Particular interest was paid to

the effect of sex of experimenter as a moderator variable.
The dependent measure in all cases is the Harvard Group
Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS
The results of this study are presented in the.following order:

'

First, information about the subject sample

and its comparability to the normative samples and to the
sample used by O'Connor will'be presented.

Secondly, des-

scriptive data for each of the sixteen cells of O'Connor's
and the present study are presented.

Thirdly, the hypoth-

eses being investigated are discussed, and statistical information presented.

Finally, other significant but not

predicted results will be presented.
Subject Population and Subject Sam:ple
The undergraduate students who are enrolled for the
introductory psychology course at Loyola University during
the Fall, 1976 semester comprised the subject pool for the
present study.

Similarly, O'Connor's subjects were drawn

from the introductory psychology classes at Loyola during
the Fall semester of 1975.

Both samples were assessedon

a variety of psychological measures.

O'Connor's subjects

were selected partially on the basis of their scores on
the Rotter I-E Scale.

He found that these scores did not

·differentiate subjects' performance on the Harvard Scale,
and so the I-E scores were not used in the selection of
25
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subjects for the present study, although all subjects in
both samples have been measured on this scale,

Both

studies were conducted at roughly the same time during
the semester to further assure comparability of the two
samples.
Figure 1 demonstrates that the distribution of scores
on the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility for
the present sample is quite similar to the distributions
obtained in previous samples.
Table 1 supplies further information regarding the
comparability of the present sample with 0 '·Connor's sample,
as w,ell as earlier, normative.samples.

The table compares

the percentage of subjects in each sample who scored

them~

/

selves in the positive (more hypnotizable) direction on
each of the twelve items of the Harvard..

In addition,

items were ranked in order of their frequency of occurrence,
with the most frequent response ranked first.

Spearman

rank-o+der correlation coefficients were then computed,
comparing the present sample to earli7r samples.

The

correlation between the present sample and the earlier
Loyola sample was calculated to be +.95,

With the Harvard

and California samples coefficients were obtained of +.94
and +. 92, .respectively, · These correlations confirm the
comparability of the present sample to samples from other
studies using the same research instrument.
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Figure 1.
•

Means and percentage distributions of normative
-and current samples on the Harvard Group Scale
of Hypnotic Susceptibility.
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Table 1
Percentage of Subjects Responding in the Hypnotizable
Direction to Each of the Harvard Items
Sample
Harvard Item

Loyola Univ.
1976

Loyola Univ.
1975

.Harvard
Univ ..

U. of.
Calif.

Postural Alteration

59(4)a

68(2)

86(2)

68(3)

Eye Closure

60(3)

66 (4)

74(4)

56(4)

Hand Lowering

65(2)

74(1)

89(1)

71(2)

Arm Immobilization

46(8)

40(8)

48(9)

35(9)

Finger Lock

59(5)

59(5)

67(5)

52(5)

Arm Rigidity

52(7)

52(7)

57(6)

48(6)

Hands Moving

73(1)

67(3)

86(3)

77 (1)

Inhibition

44(9)

37(9)

50(8)

44(7)

Hallucination

35(10)

27(11)

39(11)

33 (12)

Eye Catalepsy

53(6)

56(6)

56(7)

39 (8)

Post-Hypnotic
Suggestion

29(12)

15(12)

36(12)

34(11)

Amnesia

30(11)

33(rO)

48(10)

35(10)

Sample Means

50.4

50.0

61,3

49.3

aRank of the item in terms of percentage of response, with
most frequent response ranked first.
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Descriptive Statistics for

A~l

Treatment Conditions

Table 2 provides the means, standard deviations, and
number of cases for each of the 16 treatment cells being
considered.

This table was derived by combining data from

the present sample with data from O'Connor's study.

The

two sets of data are distinguished by the sex of the experimenter variable.

Within the present sample cell

varied from 4.22 to 7.27.
1.95 to 3.28.

mean~

Standard devaitions varied from

The grand mean for all subjects was 6.06.

As can be seen from the table, the cell means for O'Connor's
subjects ranged from 4. 30 to 8. 29, whil-e the standard de.viations ranged from 1. 38 to 4.11.
O'Connor's subjects was 6.00.

The grand mean for

Raw data for all subjects

in the present sample is .included in Appendix F.
Three-Way Analysis of Variance of Harvard Scores
Table 3 presents the results of the three-way analysis of variance for the three main effects and the two
and three way interactions.

The first hypothesis tested

in this study failed to receive firm support from this
analysis.

The main effect of format was significant at

the£= .2 level.

While approaching significance, this

effect is not sufficiently strong to be considered as
confirmation of hypothesis 1.

Inspection of the means

showed that the I-my format produced a mean of 6.31,
while the You-your format produced a mean of 5,67.

Table 2
Cell Means and Standard Deviations for All
Combinations of Variables
EXTERNAL INSTRUCTIONS

INTERNAL INSTRUCTIONS
Sex of
Experimenter

Sex of
Subject

Female
Male

I-My
format

You-your
format

I-my
format

You-your
format

M 6.50

5.75

7.07

5.10

2.72

3.19

3.28

Sd
n

2.62
8

16

M 4.4
Female

Sd

2.80

n 10
Male
Male

'

10

7.27

6.89

4,22

1. 95

3.02

2.63

11

. 19

9

M 7.30

5.60

4 .. 30

6.00

2.06

4.11

1. 89

2 . 21

Sd

n 10
M 6.20
Female

15

Sd

2.30

n 10

10

10

10

4.91

8.29

4.73

2.62

1.38

3.44

11

14-

11
(.,...)

0
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Table 3
Three-Way Analysis of Variance of Harvard Scores
Source of Variation

df

F

~1S

Main Effects
Sex of S'Ubject(S)

1

1.60

<1.00

Format (F)

1

12.93

1.60

Instructions (I)

1

.02

<LOO

2-Way Interactions

s

X

F

1

9.76

1,21

S

X

I

1

.17

~1.00

F

X

I

1

64.45

7. 98*

1

26.43

3,27**

3-Way Interaction
S

X

* E.

F

X

I

= . 01

**E.= .07
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Four-Way Analysis of Variance of Harvard Scores
Table 4 presents the results of the four-way analysis
of variance obtained by combining data from the present
study with the raw data obtained by O'Connort thus adding
the new variable of sex of experimenter.
As can be seen from the table, the format effect is
significant (R

=

.01).

In O'Connor's original study,

~he

effect-of format was significant at a slightly lower level
(£

=

.02).

When all subjects were considered (N = 184),

subjects under the I-my format scored slightly more than
one point higher than subjects under the You-your format
(mean scores for these two groups being 6.53 and 5.49,
respectivel-y).

Application of Duncan's Multiple
Range
.
.

Test of the difference among means showed this difference
to be significant at the level of E = .OS.
Hypothes.is 2 suggested that under the external instructions and I-my format, male subjects would be more
responsive to suggestions given by a female experimenter
rather than a male experimenter.

From. Table 2 the differ-

ence between these two means is :2.67.

At-test determined

t;Jaat this difference is significant (R = .02),

Thus, hy-..

pothesis 2 is confirmed by the present study.
Figure 2 graphically represents this effect.

The

three-way interaction of sex of subject, instructions and
format for each of the two experimenters is displayed.
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Table 4
Four-Way Analysis of Variance of Harvard Scores
Source of Variation

df

MS

F

Main Effects
Sex of Subject (SS)

1

,01

<1,00

Format (F)

1

48.84

Instructions (I)

1

.04

<1,00

Sex of Experimenter (SE)

1

. 08

<1,00

X F'

1

1.. 65

<1,00.

X I

1

9,06

1.22

1

3,77

<1.. 00

F x I

1

25,20

3 . 38

F X SE

1

3 . 98

<1.00

x SE

1

.10

<1. 00

6. 55*

2-Way Interactions

ss
ss
ss

I

X

SE

3-Way Interactions

ss
ss
F

X

F

X

I

1

67 . 85

9tlo**

X

F

X

SE

1

42,12

5.65***

1

42.21

5. 66•k**

1

1. 23

I

X

SE

X

.

4-Way Interactions

ss

X

'~E.

F

X

I

= . 01

**E. = . 003
***E. = . 02

X

SE

<1,00
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Inspection of the upper two graphs (under external instructions) reveals that for both experimenters, female subjects
were more hypnotizable under the I-my format rather than
the You-your format.

However, there is a dramatic

~iffer

ence in the performance of the male subjects across experimenters.

Both groups of males under the You-your format

performed about the same (the means of these two
were 5.10 for the female
male experimenter).

exp~rimenter,

group~

and 6.00 for the

Under the 1-my format, on the other

hand, males hypnotized by a female experimenter responded
in a much more positive direction (M = 7.07) than males
hypnotized by a male experimenter (M

= 4.30).

Other Significant Interac:tions Among Variables
The analyses presented in Tables 3 and 4 indicated
that a number of significant interactions took place which
were not predicted by the hypotheses.

Table 3 indicates

that a significant interaction took place between format
and instructions (p = .01).
sents this effect.

Figure 3 graphically repre-

When the internal-instructions were

used, subjects scored higher when they received the Youyour induction format rather than the I-my

for~at

(means

for these groups were 6.37 and 5.33, respectively).

The

opposite effect was true under the external condition,
where subjects did better with the I-my format (M = 6,97)
rather than the You-your format (H = 4.68).

The mean
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difference in the external condition is significant
(p = . 05 as measured by

Duncan~·

s Range test).

Table 4 indicates several significant thre.e-way
interaction effects in addition to the main effect of
format.

The first of these interactions is the sex of

subject by format by instructions interaction.

This in-

teraction is significant at the .003 level, and is
ically represented in Figure.4.

gra~h

This representation in-

dicates that the format by instruction interaction, previously discussed, is operative
subjects.

primari~y

in the female

Males tend to score similarly regardless of

instructions, while females score higher under the

combi~

nations of external instructions/I-my format, and internal
instructions/You-your format.

Duncan's Range tests indi-.

cated that the differences between the means across instructions for the females were significant at the .OS
level in the I-my format condition, and at the .10 level
in the You-your format condition.
Secondly, a significant interac.tion was found for
sex of subject by format by sex of experimenter (p = . 02).
This interaction is graphically represented in Figure 5.
It can be seen from the graph that this effect was primarily due t.o the different responsiveness of female subjects to the male experimenter across formats.

Under the

.

I-my format female subjects treated by a male experimenter
.

achieved a group mean of 7.42.

Under the You-your format,
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the male experimenter's female subjects achieved a mean of.
only 4.82.

This difference is significant at the level of

p = .05 by Duncan's Range test.

No other mean differences

in this interaction reached significance.
Finally, a significant interaction effect was found
for format by instructions by sex of experimenter (E.= .02).
This effect is graphically represent.ed in Figure 6.
/

.

Tl'lese

graphs clearly demonstrate that the interaction is due to
the format by instruction interaction obtained by the female experimenter but not by the male experimenter.
jects who were

hypnotize~by

Sub-

the male experimenter per-

formed about the same regardless·of instructions. although
they were generally more responsive when the !-my format
was used.

Subjects hypnotized by the female experimenter,

however, did better when they received the external instructions and !-my format, or the internal instructions and·
the You-your format, rather than the opposite two combinations.

Testing the differences between the means re-

vealed that the means obtained by groups combining the
internal instructions with each of the two formats (6.37
and 5.33) did not differ significantly, whereas the differences between the two groups receiving the external
instructions (6. 97 and 4. 68) was ·significant· at the . 05
level.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
A primary purpose of the present study was to replicate the effect of format on hypnotizability.

While data

from this study are generally supportive of O'Connor's·
findings, they seem to indicate that the format effect is
a complicated one, which interacts with various other factors to affect responsiveness of hypnotic suggestion.
When analyzed separately, the results of this study
indicate that the format and instruction variables interact to significantly affect hypnotizability.

Specifically,

this interaction indicates that the enhancing effect of
the I-my format operates only when the external instructions are used with females subjects.

Subjects in this

condition were significantly more responsive to the I-my
format than they were to the You-your format.

Male sub-

jects do not respond differentially to instructions.

In

fact, this effect (format by instructions) was encountered
exclusively by the female experimenter.
To further complicate the

forma~

effect, it was

found that there is an interaction between sex of subject,
sex of experimenter, and format.

Female subjects are more

responsive to a male experimenter in the I-my condition,
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and to a female experimenter in the You-your condition.
The opposite was true for male subjects, although the differences in the male subjects' performances across experimenters did not reach significance.

However, as hyp<;>th-.

esized, male subjects in the I-my, external instructions
condition were significantly more responsive to a female
experimenter than they were to a male. experimenter.
In attempting to explain the format effect, O'Connor
relied primarily on theories of cognitive processing.

He

suggested that perhaps for ·some reason, females are simply
less able than males to make the cognitive.transposition
required by second person commands, and so respond bettel;'
in the I-my format.
The present author is more impressed by the possibility that hypnotizability is strongly affectea 'Qy the control issue ·between subject and experimenter.

In explain-

ing why female subjects responded favorably to the I-my/
external condition, while the males preferred the You-your/
internal condition, O'Connor speculated that perhaps males
were resistant to the idea of giving up control (implied
by the external instructions) while females are culturally
conditioned to such behavior, and so responded mor.e favorably.
ln the psychotherapeutic relationship, contrQl is
certainly an issue.

A hypnotist-subject relationship can
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be thought of as analogous to the therapist-client relationship (and indeed the two are often overlapping).

It

should be no surprise, then, that the issue of control,
often dealt with in psychotherapy as related to transference phenomena, is just as relevant to the hypnotist-subject relationship.

In order to be hypnotized the subject

must agree to cooperate, follow the instructions and accept the s·uggestions of the hypnotist.

While this does

not necessarily imply giving up conscious will or control
of one's behavior or thoughts, it is not difficult to see
how, from the subject's• point of view, there may be some
loss of control.

However, this loss of control seems less

related to self-control than to control of the relationship.

If the subject is responsive to hypnotic suggestions,

then he is acknowledging that the hypnotie;t is in charge
of the relationship, and is defining it.

For a variety

of reasons, the subject may accept or reject this definition.

Certainly it is conceivablethat the variables con-

sidered in this study--format, instructions,_ sex of subject
and sex of experimenter, might influence the subject's
choosing to accept or reject the definition of the relationship as being controlled by the hypnotist.
In order to investigate the· differential importance
of the control issue in the various experimental conditions,
several professionals with experience in clinical psychology were asked to listen to excerpts from the four
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experimental conditions (external instructions/I-my format,
external

instructions/You~your

format, internal instruc-

tions/I-my format, internal instructions/You-your format).
Those clinicians were then asked to judge each of the conditions in terms of which one(s) seemed to require the
greater relinquishing of control by the subject to the.
hypnotist.

All clinicians judged the external instruct:ions

to carry the greatest demand for relinquishing control,
but opinion was split as to which format seemed to potentiate the greater loss of control.

Some judges felt that

the You-your format represented a cormnand for the subject
to relinquish control of his actions to·the hypnotist,
These same judges felt that the I-my format carried with
it less demand, that the subject was listening to the hyp-;- .
notist hypnotizing herself, and that the subject had the
option of participating in the experience or

not~

Several judges felt the external/I-my condition to
represent the greatest loss of control for the subject.
T~ese

judges suggested that the experimenter saying "my

eyes are getting heavy, I am getting tired" may be experienced by the subject as the experimenter getting inside
his ·(the subject's) head, and taking over.

To some judges

this condition was more compelling than the others; several judges, however, felt it to be a very threatening
·,

condition for the subject, and one which might produce
anxiety and resistance.
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It appears ·that judges, like subjects, responded differentially to the experimental conditions on the basis of
how they interpreted the demand characteristics of the task.
Further investigations into the basis for these differing
perceptions of the task would be useful in understanding
individual differences in hypnotizability.
o~

Results of the present study indicate that two
possible four combinations of format and instructions

the

(I~my/

external, You-your/internal) produce greater responsivity
to hypnotic suggestions in female subjects.

It is sug-

gested that this effect is the result of congruence or
logical consistency between these two combinations.

When'

the.female subjects were told that the female experimenter
would be in control of the situation, and then heard this
same female experimenter using the I-my format, they were
highly responsive.

Likewise, when female subjects were

told they themselves would be in control, then they were
highly responsive to sugges·tions given ·in the You-your
format.

In both of these situations. the least amount of

control is given up by the subjects.

When it is the sub-

ject who is defined as being in control, then it.is not
threatening to him to accept suggestions given in the
second person.

'

However, when it is the hypnotist who is

to be in control (external instructions) then it is easier
to respond if suggestions are given by the hypnotist in
the first person, I-my form, which conceivably sounds

like the hypnotist giving

co~ands

to herself rather than

the subjects, thereby allowing the subjects to feel that
they are retaining ·control.
Confirmation of hypothesis 2 seems to support the
control theory as important in affecting hypnotizability.
Male subjects in the I-my/external condition are significantly more hypnotizable by a female, rather than a ma:J_e
experimenter.

The implication is that males are more re-

luctant to give up control to another male than to a female.
Perhaps it is important here that this effect holds true
only for the I-my format, in which there is less cognitive
distance between the subject and hypnotist by elimination
of the second person/first person transposition.
Most previous research on hypnotizability has failed
to find significant effects for the factors of sex of subject, sex of hypnotist, or a variety of other factors.
Perhaps this is because those factors which influence hypnotizability are subtle and complex.

The present study,

like others previously, did not find that sex of subject
9r sex of experimenter, or even cognitive information about
hypnosis significantly affected hypnotizability. ·However,
these factors, plus the added factor of format did, in
various combinations, enhance or suppress hypnotic susceptibility to significant

degrees.

Further clarification

on which combinations of factors increase hypnotic responsiveness for which subjects would be useful information
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for the ever-increasing numbers of clinicians who use hypnosis in the treatment of their clients and patients.
Previous research, using the Rotter I-E scale, has
failed. to demonstrate a significant relationship between
the individual's locus of control and his ability to be
hypnotized.

Perhaps other measures of control, particu-

larly a.s related to authority, might be used in future
. research to further investigate the relationship between
control and hypnotizability.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The present study had a two-fold purpose:

first, to

replicate a study recently done by O'Connor in which it was
found that the format of the hypnotic induction significantly affected hypnotizability, and secondly, to assess the
effect of the sex of experimenter on hypnotizability.

In

addition, the present study sought to clarify the relationships between sex of subject, pre-induction instructions,
sex of experimenter and format.
Two types of pre-induction instructions combined
with two distinct formats yielded the four experimental
conditions.

Internal instructions suggested that hypnosis

is a skill which can be developed, and that .the subject is
in control and conscious of his behavior at all times.
External instructions presented hypnosis as the consequence
of variables which exist outside of the subject, that the
subject must relinquish control of his behavior to the hyp . .
notist, and that there may be some loss of conscious awareness.

The You-your format used traditional second person

pronouns in presenting instructions (e.g., "your eyes are
getting heavy").

The I-rny format substituted first person

pronouns where appropriate·{e.g,,· "my eyes are getting
heavy").
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Two hypotheses were tested in the present study.
First, it was hypothesized that the !-my format would produce significantly
You-your format.

great~r

hypnotizability than would the

Secondly, it was hypothesized that under

the external, !-my condition, male subjects would be more
hypnotizable by a female, rather than a male experimenter.
Ninety-eight subjects were chosen to participate. in
the present study on the basis of their sex and lack of
previous experience as an hypnotic subject.

The dependent

measure of hypnotizability was the Harvard Group Scale of

.

Hypnotic Susceptibility, Form A.

Each group of subjects

was presented one of the sets of pre-induction instructions .
via audiotape.

Following these instructions, the induction

proper was presented, again using audiotape and one of the
two inductidn formats.

Following the induction, all sub-

jects were administered the Harvard Scale.
When data from the present study were combined with
O'Connor's data, both hypotheses were supported.

In addi-

tion, several interaction effect.s repched significance.
The format x instructions effect was found to be

signif~

icant (E.= .01), indicating that when the internal instructions were used, the You-your format produced greater hypnotizability, and when the external instructions were
given, the !-my format enhanced hypnotizability.

The sex

of subject x format x instructions interaction was also
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significant

(~

= .003), as was the interaction between sex

of· subject x format x sex of experimenter (E.= .02), and
the interaction of format x instructions x sex of experimenter (E.= .02).· Implications of these findings. and directions for further research were discussed.
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s~

!~my

modification of Harvard Induction
MAIN PROCEDURES

(The following instructions are to be presented
verbatim.)
la..

HEAD FALLING (Total time:

3' 30").

To begin with, I want to experience how it feels
to respond to suggestions when I am not hypnotized.

I

will now sit up straight in my chair . . . . Close my eyes
and relax:

I will continue, however, to sit up straight.

That's right.

Eyes closed and sitting up straight.

I

will stay in this. position with my eyes closed, while
at the same time letting myself relax.

(Allow 30" to pass.)

Now I will remain in the same position and keep my eyes
·closed ... sitting up straight in my chair .... with my eyes
closed.
In a moment.! shall think of my head falling forward.
Thinking of a movement and making a movement are closely
related.

Soon after I think of my head falling forward

I will experience a tendency to make the movement,

I will

find my head actually falling forward, more and more forward, until.my head will fall so far forward that it will
hang li~ply on my neck: ·.

·ram

li~tening

carefully to what is b7ingsaid and

am thinking of; my head falling forward, drooping'forward.
Thinking of my head falling forward, falling forward, more
and more forward.

My head is falling for-Ward, falling
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forward.

More and more forward.

My head is falling

more and m,ore forward, falling more and more forward.
My head is going forward, drooping down, down, limp
and relaxed.

My head is drooping swaying, falling

forward, falling forward, falling forward, falling,
swaying, drooping, limp, relaxed, forward, forward, falling, falling, falling., .. Now!
That's fine.
eyes.

Now I am sitting up and opening my

That • s right.

Sitting up and opening my eyes..

can see how thinking about
to make the movement.

~

I

movement produces a tendency

I learn to become hypnotized as I

bring myself to give expression to my action tendencies.
But at this point I have the idea of what it means to
accept and act upon suggestions.
2a.

EYE CLOSURE (Total time:

15'25")

Now I am going to seat myself comfortably and rest
my hands in my lap.
lap.

That's right.

Rest my hands in my

Now I am going to look at my hands and find a spot

on either hand and just focus on it.

It doesn't matter

what spot I choose, I just select some spot to focus on,
I shall refer to the spot which I have chosen as the
target.

That's right.,. ,hands relaxed, .. ,looking directly

at the target,

I am about to receive some instructions

that will help me to relax and gradually to enter a state
of hypnosis.

Just relax and make myself comfortable.

I
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want to look steadily at the target. and while keeping
my eyes upon it to listen to what is being said, my ability to be hypnotized depends partly on my willingnes$ to
cooperate and partly on my ability to concentrate upon the
target and upon these words.

I have already shown myself

to be cooperative by coming here today, and with further
cooperation I can become hypnotized,
only if I am willing.

I can be hypnotized

I am willing and I am doing my

best to cooperate by concentrating on the target and listening to these words, letting happen whatever I feel is
going to take place.

I just let it happen.

If I pay close

attention to what is being ·said, and think of the things
I am told to think about, I can easily experience what it
is like to be hypnotized.
mysterious about hypnosis.

There is nothing tearful or
It is a perfectly normal con-

sequence of certain psychological principles.

It is merely

a state of strong interest in some particular thing.

In

a sense I am hypnotized whenever I see a good show and forget I am part of the audience, but instead feel I am part
of the story.

Many people report that becoming hypnotized
)

feels at first like falling asleep, but with the

.

differen~e

that somehow or other they keep hearing the suggestions
as a sort of background to whatever other experience they
may be. having.

In some ways hypnosis is like sleep-walk-.

ing; however, hypnosis is also an individual experience
and is not just alike for everyone.

In a sense the
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hypnotized person is like & sleepwalker, for he can carry
out various and complex activities while remaining hypno . .
•

tized.

All I need to do is to keep up my attention and

interest and continue to cooperate as I have been cooperating.

Nothing will be done that will cause any embar-

rassment.
ience.

Most people find this a very interesting exper-

(Time:

3' 35")

I am just relaxing, I'm not tense.·
eyes on the target.

I'm keeping my

Looking at it as steadily as I can.

Should my eyes wander away from it, that will be all
right .... I just bring my eyes back to it.

After a while

I may find that the target gets blurry, or perhaps moves
about, or again, changes color.

That is all right.

, I get sleepy, that will be fine, too.

Should

Whatever happens,

I will let it happen and keep staring at the target for a
while.

There will come a time, however, when my eyes will

be so tired, will feel so heavy, that I will be unable to
keep them open any longer and they will close, perhaps
quite involuntarily.
it take place.

(Time:

When this happe?s, I will just let
1' 10")

As the instructions continue, I will find that I will
become more drowsy, but not all people respond at the same
rate to what is being said.
before others.

Some people's eyes will close

When the time comes that my eyes have closed,

I will just let them remain closed.

I may find that sug-

gestions are being given for my eyes to.close.

These
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suggestions will not bother me.
people.

They will be for other

Giving these suggestions to other people will

not disturb me but will simply allow me to relax more
and more.
I am finding that I can relax completely but at the
same time sit up comfortably in my chair with little effort.

I will be able· to shift my position to make myself

comfortable as needed without it disturbing me.
just want myself to relax completely:
of my body.

Now I

Relax every muscle

Relax the muscles of my legs .•.. Relax the

muscles of my feet .... Relax the muscles of my arms ....
Relax the muscles of my hands .... of my fingers .... Relax
the muscle!? of my neck, of my chest .... Rel~x all the muscles of my body .... Let myself be limp, limp, limp.
more and more, more and more.
completely.

Relax completely,

Relax completely.

(Time:

Relax
Relax

2' 15")

As I relax more and more, a feeling of heaviness
perhaps comes over my body.

A feeling of heaviness is

coming into my legs and my arms .. ,.into my feet and my
hands .... into my whole body. . My legs feel heavy and limp,
heavy and limp .... my arms are heavy, heavy .. , . my whole
body feels heavy, heavier and heavier.
eyelids feel especially heavy.

Like lead.

Heavy and tired.

beginning t.o feel drowsy, drowsy and sleepy.

My
I am

My breath-

ing is becoming slow and regular, slow and regular.
getting drowsy and sleepy, more and more

sl~epy

I am

while my
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eyelids become heavier and
·and heavy.

heavier~

more and more tired

1 •· zsn)

(Time:

My eyes are tired from staring.
my eyelids is increasing,
keep my eyes open.

The heaviness in

Soon I will not be able to

Soon· my eye·s will close of themselves.

My eyelids will be too heavy to keep open.
tired from staring.

My eyes are

My eyes are becoming wet from strain-

I am becoming increasingly drowsy and sleepy.

ing.

The

strain in my eyes is getting greater and greater, greater
and greater.

It would be so nice to close my eyes, to

relax completely, and just listen sleepily to the instructions.

I would like to close my eyes and relax completely,

relax completely.

I will soon reach my limit.

The strain

will be so great, my eyes will be so tired, my lids will
become so heavy, my eyes will close of themselves.

(Time:

1' 20")
My eyelids are. getting heavy, very heavy.
laxed, very relaxed.

There is a pleasant feeling of warmth

and heaviness all through my body.
Tired and sleepy.

Sleepy.

only to the instructions.
but the instructions.

am re . . .

I

Sleepy.

I am tired and drowsy.
Sleepy.

Listening

Paying attention to nothing else

My eyes are getting blurred.

having difficulty seeing.

My eyes are strained.

I am

The

strain is getting greater and greater, greater and greater.
(Time:

50")
My lids are heavy.

Heavy as lead.

Getting heavier

6:4
and heavier, heavier, and. heavi.er.
down, down, down.

They are pushing

My eyelids s·eem weighted, weighted

with lead, heavy as lead •... My eyes are blinking,
blinking, blinking, ... closing. , . , closing .. , . (Time:

35'')

My eyes may have closed by now, and if they have
not, they would soon close of themselves.
no need to strain them more.

But there is

Even if my eyes have not

closed fully as yet, I have concentrated well upon the
target, and have becDllle more ·relaxed and drowsy.
this time I will just let my eyes close.
eyes completely closed.

At

That's it,

I am closing my eyes now.

(Time 35")
I am now comfortably relaxed, but I am going to
relax even more, much more..

My eyes are now closed..

I

will keep my eyes closed until I am told otherwise, or am
told to awaken.,,.! feel drowsy and sleepy.
ing to the instructions.

Just listen-

Paying close attention to them.

Keeping my thoughts on what is being said, ... just listening.

I am going to get much more

dro~sy

and sleepy.

Soon

I will be deep asleep, but I will continue to hear the
instructions,
do so.

I will not awaken until I am instructed to

A count will now begin.

At each count I will feel

myself going down, down, into a deep, comfortable, a deep
restful sleep.

A sleep in which I will be able to do all

sorts of things I am asked to do.

One--! am going to go

deeply asleep .... Two--down, down into a deep, sound sleep •.• ,
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Three--four--more and more, more and more asleep .. ,,Five-six--seven--I am sinking into a deep, deep sleep.
will disturb me.

Nothing

Paying attention to the ins.tructions and

only to such things as may be called to my· attention.

I

should keep on paying attention to the instructions and to
'

the things I am told .... Eight--nine--ten--eleven·--.twelve-deeper and deeper, always deeper asleep-..,thirt.een--fou"Fteen..; ....
fifteen--although deep asleep I can clearly hear the instructions.

I will always hear the instructions, no matter

how deeply asleep I may feel myself to be .... Sixteen--sev-~
enteen--eighteen--deep asleep, fast asleep.
disturb me.

Nothing will

I am going to experience many things that I

will be told to experience .... Nineteen, twenty.
asleep!

Deep

I will not awaken until I am told to do so.

I

will wish to sleep and will have the experiences which
will presently be described,
3a.

(Time:

3' 40")

HAND LOWERING (LEFT HAND) (Total time:
Introduction.

5'40")

As I become even more drowsy and sleepy,

it will not disturb me to make myself comfortable in my
chair and put my head in a comfortable position.
Now that I am very relaxed and sleepy, listening
without effort to the instructions, I am going to learn
more about how my thoughts affect my actions in this state.
·Not all people experience just the same things in this
state.

·Not all people experience just the same things in

this state, and perhaps I will not have all the experiences
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that will be described to me.

That will be all right.

But I will have at least. some. of the exp-eriences and I
will find this interesting .. I will just·experience whatever I can.

I will pay close attention to what is being

said, and watch what happens.

Just let happen whatever

I find is happening, even if it is not what I expect.
Instruction Proper.

I will now extend my left arm

straight out in front of me, up in the air, with the palm
of my hand down.

Left arm straight out in front of me ....

straight out, up in the air, with the.palm of my hand
down.

That's it.

·palm down.

Left arm straight out. in front of me •...

I will now pay close attention to this hand,

the feelings in it, and what is happening to it.

As I

pay attention to it I am more aware of it than I have been-! notice whether it is warm or cool, whether there is a

little tingling in it, whether there is a tendency for my
fingers to twitch ever so slightly ..... That's right, I am
paying close attention to this hand because something
very interesting is about to happen to it.
ning to get

heavy~

It is begin-

... heavier and heavier .... as though a

weight were pulling the hand and the arm down .•.

~I

can

picture a weight pulling on it .... and as it feels heavier
and heavier it begins to move ...• as if something- were
forcing it down .... a little bit down. ,,.more and more
down .... down .. ,.and as I listen to the count it gets
heavier and heavier and goes down more and more,.,.one,
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down .... two, down .... three, down., .. four, down, more and
more down .... five, down ... , six. down .. , . seven ..... eight ....
heavier and heavier. down and more and more •... nine ....
down ...• ten .... heavier and heavier •.. , down more and more.
(-Allow 10")
That's fine .... just let my hand now go back to its
original resting position and relax.

My hand back to

original resting position and relax.

I must have noticed

~ts

how heavy and tired the arm and hand felt; much more so
than it ordinarily would if I were to hold it out that
way for a little while; I noticed how something seemed to
be pulling it down.

Now just relax .... my hand and arm are

quite comfortable again .... quite comfortable again.
.... just relax.
4a.

There

Relax.

ARM IMMOBILIZATION (RIGHT ARM) (Total time:
I am very relaxed.

2' 55'')

The general heaviness I have felt

from time to time I now feel all over my body.

Now I am

going to pay close attention to my right arm and hand ....
my right arm and hand share in the

f~eling

of heaviness ..•

how heavy my right hand feels •... and I note how. as I think
about this heaviness in my_hand and arm the heaviness seems
to grow even more .... Now my arm is getting heavy. , .. very
heavy.

Nov1 my hand is getting heavy ..... so heavy, ... , like
'

.

lead .... perhaps a little later I would like to see how
heavy my hand is .. ,.it seems much too heavy to lift ....
but perhaps in spite of be.ing so heavy I could lift it a'
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little, ·although it may now be too heavy even ·for that ....
Why don't I see how heavy it i$ .... Just try to lift my
hand up, just try.

(Allow 10")

That's fine .... I will stop trying .•.. just relax.

I

notice that when I tried to lift it, there was some re ...
sistance because of the relaxed state I am in.
I can

j~st

rest my hand again.

normal again.

My hand and arm now feel

They are no longer heavy.

I could lift

them now if I wanted to, but I won't try now.
.... relax completely.
Sa.

Relax.

FINGER LOCK (Total time:

1' 40") ·
Put my fingers to-

Interlock my fingers together.

Interlock my

fingers and press my hands tightly together.
Put my fingers together.
my hands tightly together.
pressed tightly together.

!Y

Just relax

Just relax.

Now let me try something else.
gether.

But now

That's it.

Interlock my fingers and press
Interlock tightly .... hands
My fingers are becoming tight-

interlocked together, more and more tightly interlocked

together .... so tightly interlocked together that I wonder
very much if I could

ta~e

my fingers and hands apart., ..

My fingers are interlocked, tightly interlocked .... and I
will now try to take my hands apart .... just try .... (Allow
10")
That's right.

I will stop trying now and relax.

I

notice how hard it was to get started to take them apart.
My hands are no longer tightly clasped together ..... I can
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take them apart .. Now I will return my .hands to their
resting position and relax.

Hands to their. resting

position and relax .... just relax.
6a.

ARM RIGIDITY (LEFT)

(Total time:

2' 25'')

I will now extend my left arm straight out in front
of me, up in the air, and make a fist.
in front of me.

•

That's right.

Arm straight out

Straight out, and make. a

fist.

Arm straight out, a tight fist .... I'm making a tight

fist.

I will now pay attention to this arm and imagine

that it is becoming stiff .... stiffer and stiffer., .. very
stiff .... and now I notice that something is happening to
my arm .... I notice a feeling of stiffness coming into it
... ,It is becoming stiff .... more and more stiff .... rigid
.... like a bar of iron., .. and I know how difficult ... .
how impossible it is to bend a bar of iron like my arm ....
I see how much my arm is like a bar of iron .... I will test
·how stiff and rigid it is .... I will try to bend it .... try.
(Allow 10")
That's good.
~y

arm and relax.

Now I will just stop trying to bend
Stop trying to bend my arm and relax.

I want myself to experience many things.

I felt·the creep-

ing stiffness .... that I had to exert a good deal of effort
to do something that would normally be.very easy.
arm is not stiff any longer.

But my

I will just place my arm

back in resting position .... back in resting position.

Just

relax and as my arm relaxes, let my whole body relax.

As
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my arm relaxes, let my whole body relax.
7a.

HANDS MOVING (TOGETHER) (Total time:

1 ~· 45'')

I will now hold both hands up in the air, straight
out in front of me, palms facing inward--palms facing
toward each other.

Hold my hands about a foot apart ...•

about a foot apart.

Both arms straight out in front of

me, hands about a foot apart, .. , palms facing inward ....
about a foot apart.
Now I am going to imagine a force attracting my
hands toward each other, pulling them together,

As I

think of this force pulling my hands together, they will
move together, slowly at first, but they will move closer
together, closer and closer together as though a force
were acting on

th~ ..... moving .... moving ....

closer, closer

.... (Allow 10" without further suggestion).
That's fine.

I can see again how thinking about a

movement causes a tendency to make it,

Now I will place

my hands back in their resting position and relax., .. my
hands b.ack in their resting position. and relax.
8a.

COMMUNICATION INHIBITION (Total time;

1' 25")

I am very relaxed now, ... deeply relaxed .•.. thinking
how hard it might be to communicate while so deeply relaxed
.... perhaps as hard as when asleep .... I wonder if I could
shake my head to indicate "no''.

I really don't think I

could .... I might try a little later to shake my head "no"
when told to try .... but I think I will find it. quite
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difficult ... ,Why don'·t I try to shake my head "no'' now ....
Just try to shake it.

(:Allow 10' 1 )

That's all right ..•. I will stop trying and relax.
I see again how I have to make an effort to do something
normally as easy as shaking.my head.

I can shake it to

indicate "no" much more easily now.

I will shake my head

easily now .... That's right, now relax,

Just relax.

9a.

1' 30")

HALLUCINATION (FLY)

(Total time;

I have been paying such close at.tention to what I

have been doing that I have not noticed the fly which.
has been buzzing about me .... But now that I have had my
attention called to it I become increasingly aware of this
fly which is going round and round about my head .... nearer
and nearer to me ... , buzzing annoyingly .... I hear the buzz .
getting louder as it keeps darting at me., .. I don ''t care
much for this fly .... ! would
rid of it .... It annoys me.

l~ke

to shoo it away .... get

I will go ahead and get rid

of it now .... (Allow 10")
There, it's going away .•.. it's.gone .... and I am no
longer annoyed .... no more fly.
ly.
lOa.

Just relax, relax complete-

Relax .... just relax.
EYE CATALEPSY

(Total time;

2')

I have had my eyes closed for a long time while I
have remained relaxed.

They are by now tightly closed,

tightly shut .... In a few moments I shall be instructed
to try to open my eyes.

Wheri I am told to try, most likely
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my eyes will feel as if they were glued together, ...
tightly glued shut,

Everi if I were able to open my eyes,

I would, of course, only do so momentarily and then immediately close them again and relax, so as not to disturb my concentration.

But I doubt that I will be able- ...

even momentarily--to open my eyes.

They are so tightly

closed that I could not open them.

Perhaps I would soon

like to try to open my eyes momentarily in spite of their
feeling so heavy and so completely .... so tightly closed.
Just try .... try..;.-to,open my eyes.
All right.

(Allow 10")

I will stop trying.

Now again I will

allow my eyes to· become tightly shut.

My eyes, tightly

shut.

I've a chance to-feel my eyes tightly shut.

relax.

Now

My eyes are normal again, but just keep them

closed and relax.

Normal again .... just keep them closed

and relaxed .... relaxed and shut.
lla,

POST-HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION (TOUCHING LEFT ANKLE);
AMNESIA (Total time:

3 1 35")

I will remain deeply relaxed an,d pay close attention
to what I am going to be told next.

In a moment a back-

wards count will begin from. twenty to one.

I will gradually

wake up, but for most of the count I will still remain in
the state I am now in.

By the time the number five is

reached, I will open my eyes, but I will not be fully
aroused.

When the number ••one" is reached I wi:ll be fully

alert, in my normal state of wakefulness.

I probably

T3

will have the impression that I have slept because I
will have difficulty in remembering all the things I
have been told, and all the things I did or felt,

In

fact, I will find it to be so much of an effort to recall any of these things that I will have no wish to do
so.

It will be so much easier simply to forge,t every-

thing until I am told that I can remember,

I will

member nothing of what has happened until I hear;

re~

"Now

you can remember everything!'' I will not :r:emember anything until then.
fine.

After I open my eyes, 'I will feel

I will have no headacbe or other after-effects.

The backwards count from twenty will now begin, and at
"five", not sooner, I will open my eyes but not be fully
aroused until I hear "one''.

At "one" I will be awake, ....

A little later I will hear a tapping noise like this.
(Demonstrate).

When I hear the tapping noise, I will

reach down and touch my left ankle.
ankle but forget that I

~

I will touch my left

told to do so, just as I will

forget the other things until I am told:
remember everything."

Ready, now:

''Now you can

20--,19--18- . . . 17--16--~

15--14--13--12--11--10, half-way ... -9--8--7 --6--2_-:...4- .... 3--.,..2--

1.

I am waking up!

Wide awake!

Any remaining drowsiness

which I may feel will quickly pass.
(A distinct tapping noise is now to be made.
allow 10'' before continuing).

Then
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The following are 11 of the 12 items of the Harvard
Group Scale of Hypnotic. Susceptibility, Form A.
twelfth item (post-hypnotic amnesia) is based

The

~pon

the

number of·suggestions remembered by the subject.
SECTION ON OBJECTIVE, OUTWARD RESPONSES
Listed below in chronological order are the eleven
specific happenings which were suggested to you during,
the standard hypnotic procedure.

We wish you to estimate

whether or not.you objectively responded to these eleven
suggestions; that is, whether or not an onlooker would have
observed that you did or did not make certain responses by
/

certain specific, predefined criteria.

In this section we

are thus interested in your estimates of your outward be\

havior and not in what your inner, subjective experience
of it was like.

Later on you will be given an opportunity

to describe your inner, subjective experience, but in this
section refer only to the outward behavioral responses irrespective of what the experience may have been like subjectively.
It is understood that your estimates may in some
cases not be as accurate as you might wish them to be and
that you might even have to gues.s.

But we want you to make

whatever you feel to be your best estimates regardless.
Beneath a description of each of the eleven suggestions· are sets of two responses., labeled.A and B,
Please circle either A or B for each question, whichever
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you judge to be the more accurate.
question.

?lease

an~wer

every

Failure to give a definite answer to every

question may lead to disqualification of your record.
I.

HEAD FALLING

You were first told to sit up straight in your chair
for 30 seconds and then to think of your head falling forward.

Would you estimate that an onlooker would have ob-.

served that your head fell forward at least two inches
during the time you were thinking about it happening?
Circle one:

II.

A.

My head fell forward at least two inches.

B.

My head fell forward less than two inches.

EYE CLOSURE

You were next told to rest your hands in your lap
and pick out a spot on either hand as a target and concentrate on it.

You were

~hen

were becoming tired and heavy.

told that your eyelids
Would you estimate that

an onlooker would have observed that your eyelids had
closed (before the time you were told to close them
deliberately)?
Circle one:

III.

A.

My eyelids had closed by then.

B.

My ,eyelids had not closed by then.

HAND LOWERING (LEFT HAND)

You were next told to extend your left arm straight
out and feel it becoming heavy as though a weight were
pulling the hand and arm down,

Would you estimate that
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an onlooker would have observed that your hand lowered at
least six inches·(before the time you were told to let
your hand down deliberately)?
Circle one:

A.

My hand had lowered at least six inches
by then,

· B.

My hand had lowered less than six inches
by then.

IV.

ARM IMMOBILIZATI.ON (RIGHT ARM)
You were next told how heavy your right hand and arm

felt and then told to try to lift ydUr hand up.

Would you

estimate than an onlooker would have observed that you did
not lift your hand and arm up at least one inch (before you
were told to stop trying)?
Circle one:

A.

I did not lift my hand and arm at least
one inch by then.

B.

I did lift my hand and arm an inch or
more by then,

V.

FINGER LOCK
You were next told to

interloc~

your fingers 1 told

how your fingers would become tightly interlocked, and then
told to try to take ·your hands apart,

Would you estimate

that an onlooker would have observed that your fingers were
incompletely separated (before you were told ·to stop trying
to take them apart)?
t

Circle one:

A.

My finge:J;:"s were still incompletely

sep~

,

arated by then.
,"''

B.

My fingers had completely separated by then.
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VI. ARM RIGIDITY (LEFT)
You were next told to extend your left arm straight
out and make a.fist, told to notice it becoming.stiff, and
then told to try to bend it,

Would you estimate that an

onlooker would have observed that there was less than two
inches of arm bending (be:eore you were told to stop trying)?
Circle one:

A.

My arm was bent less than two inches by
then.

B.

My arm was bent two or more inches by
then.

VII.

MOVING HANDS TOGETHER
You were next told to hold your hands

~ut

in front

of you about a foot apart and then told to imagine a force
pulling your hands together.

Would you estimate that an

onlooker would have observed that your hands were not over
six inches apart (before you were told to return your hands
to their resting position}?
Circle one:

A.

My hands were not more than six inches
apart by then.

B.

My hands were still more than six inches
apart by then.

VIII.

COMMUNICATION INHIBITION
You were next told to think how hard it might be to

shake your head to indicate "no", and then told to try.
Would you estimate that an onlooker would have observed you
to make a recognizable shake of the head "no"?
before you were told to stop trying.)

,(That is,
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Circle one:

IX.

A.

I did not recognizably shake my head "no".

B.

I did recognizably shake my head "no'.'.

EXPERIENCING OF FLY

You were next told to become aware of

th~

buzzing of

a fly which was said to become annoying, and then you were
told to shoo it away.

Would you estimate that an onlooker

would have observed you make any grimacing, any movement,
any outward acknowledgement of an effect (regardless of
what it was like subjectively)?
.Circle one:

X.

A.

I did make some outward

B.

I did not make any outward acknowledgement.

ackno~ledgement.

EYE CATALEPSY

You were next told that your eyelids were so tightly
closed that you could not open them, and then you were told
to try to do so.

Would you estimate that.an onlooker would

have observed that your eyes remained closed (before you
were told to stop trying)?
Circle one:

XI.

A.

My eyes remained closed.

B.

My eyes had opened. ·

POST-HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION. (TOUCHING LEFT ANKLE)

You were next told that after you were awakened you
would hear a tapping noise at which time you would reach
down and touch your left ankle.

You were further informed

that you would do this but forget being told to do so.
Would you estimate that an onlooker would have observed
either that you reached down and touched your left ankle,
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or that you made any partial movement to do so?
Circle one:

A.

I made at leas·t an observable partial
movement to touch my left ankle,

B.

I did not make even a partial movement
to touch my left ankle, which would
have been observable.

•
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The pre-induction instructions given to the students
defined hypnosis as either under the student's control (internal instructions) or under the hypnotist's control (external instructions).

The following.pages present verbatim

the instructions that were given .
r

Internal Instructions:
A few remarks about the nature of hypno.sis might be
in order before we.begin.

Hypnosis has been studied exten-

sively by scientists for the past fifty years.

·Before that

time, hypnotic phenomena were known to exist, and were even
utilized in different ways.

However, little was known about

the nature of hypnosis, or how and why it worked.

Today,

thanks to the efforts of investigators from around the world,
a great deal is known about hypnosis.
First, it is a well accepted fact that hypnotizability,
the phenomenon to be studied here, is primarily a function
of the ability of the individual subject.

It is an ability

or skill which some people possess to a greater extent than
others.

It is a valuable skill which relates to the person's

ability to exercise control over his own mind and body.

Any

pleasant or interesting experiences which occur are the result of these abilities in the subject.
Secondly, the hypnotic subject, even in the deepest
stages of hypnosis, is in complete control if the situation.
At no time does the subject relinquish control to the
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hypnotist.

The hypnotist acts merely as a guide and helps.

the subject to develop his own potential and skill as a
hypnotic subject.

The subject in a very real sense hyp.,.

notizes himself, with the hypnotist simply providing instr~ction

and guidance.

Thirdly, the hypnotic subject remains totally conscious and aware throughout the procedure..
there any period of unconsciousness.

At no time is

Thank you again for

your participation in this study, and I hope you enjoy
your experience with hypnosis.

Any further questions you

may have will now be answered by the experimenter.

APPENDIX D
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External Instructions:
A few remarks about the nature of hypnosis might be
in order·before we begin.

Hypnosis has been studied exten-

·sively by scientists for the past fifty years.

Before that

time, hypnotic phenomena were known to exist, and were even
utilized in different ways.

However, little was known about

the na·ture of hypnosis, or how and why it worked.

Today,

thanks to the efforts of investigators from around the
world, a great deal is known about hypnosis.
First, it is a well accepted fact that

hypnotizabilit~

the phenomenon to be studied here, is primarily a function
of situational variables which exist outside of. the subject.
If these external variables such as the ability of the hypnotist, clarity of instructions, and environmental setting
are good, the subject will experience hypnosis.

Any plea-

sant or interesting experiences which occur are the result
of these variables.
Secondly, the hypnotic subject must
linquish control to the hypnotist.

temporarily re-

The hypnotist is, in a

very real way, in control of the situation once the subject
has been hypnotized .. From that point on, the-suggestions of
the hypnotist exert a powerful influence over the subjective
experience and the objective behavior of the subject.

While

hypnotized then, the hypnotic subject is, in a sense, under
the influence of the suggestions of.the hypnotist.
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Thirdly, the hypnotic subject 1 s. a.warenes.s of external
reality is

diminished.whil~

in the hypnotic state.

There

may he periods of relative lack of conscious awareness.
Thank you again for your participation in this study, and
I hope you enjoy your experi.erices with hypnosis.

Any fur-

ther questions you may have will now be answered by the
experimenter.
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CONSENT FORM
The study in which you have been asked to participate is
an investigation into factors which affect hypnotizability.
Your participation in this experiment will require listen ...
ing to a hypnotic induction on audiotape, and afterwards
rating yourself on a number of items measuring the extent
to which you were actually hypnptized,
The procedure being used here ha~ been previously utilized
in numerous related experiments. Most subj ect.s have repor.ted having a quite positive reaction to this experience,
and have found it to be very interesting. Following this
experimental procedure you will be given some general information on the nature and purpose of hypnosis.
A very small percentage of subjects in previous related
experiments have experienced a mild adverse reaction, sometimes in the form of a headache, following the procedure.
In addition, some people might be opposed to the mere idea
of being hypnotized for a variety of personal reasons. If
you do not wish to participa,te any further in this investigation, you may return this form to the experimenter and
leave now, without losing credit. Further, if at any time
during the experiment you become uncomfortable anm: wish to
discontinue, you may do s~ without losin? credit.
Followi-rg a general introduction by the experimenter, you
will be given an opportunity to ask questions.
If you have read and understood this consent form and you
are willing to participate in this study, please indicate
this willingness by signing your full name on the line
below. The experimenter will shortly collect these forms.

Signature ________________________________

•
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Table lA
Harvard Scores for Internal Instructions,
!-my Condition, Female Experimenter
Subject
Number

Sex

Harvard
Score

301

M

7

302

M

7.

303

M

8

304

M

10

305

M

5

306

M

7

307

M

1

308

M

7

309

F

0

310

F

6

311

F

8

312

F

3

313

F

4

314

F

7

315

F

7

316

F

6

317

F

2

318

F

1
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Table 2A
Harvard Scores for Internal Instructions,
You-your Condition, Female Experimenter ·
Subject
Number
001
002
003
004
005
.006
007
008
009
011
012
013
014
015
016
051
052
053
05.4
055
056
057
059
060
061
062
063

Sex
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F

F
M
M

F

F
M

F

Harvard
Score
6
6
5
4
3
5
8
4
9
7
9
6
7
7
9
8
11
6
1
5
7
9
2
4
11
5
8

9'2

Table 3A
Harvard Scores for External Instructions,
I-my Condition, Female Experimenter

~

'

Subject
Number

401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410·
411
412
413
414
415
416
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
463
464
465
466
467
468
469

Sex
M
M
M
M
M

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

F
F
F
F
F

F
F
F

Harvard
Score

5
8
6
11
7
6
7
11
3
7
11
9
11
9
1
4
6

8
4
0
6
4
12
8
10
11
11
4
4
7
5
7
9
5
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Table 4A.
Harvard Scores for External Instructions,
You-your Condition, Female Experimenter
Subject
Number

Sex

Harvard
Score

201

M

0

202

M

7

203

M

10

204

M

4

205

M

7

206

M

3

207

M

10

208

M

3

209

M

3

210

M

4

211

F

3

212

F

4

213

F

4

214

F

8

215

F

7

216

F

1

217

F

6

218

F

5

219

F

0
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Table 6A
Harvard Scores for Internal ·Instructions,
You-your Condition, Male Experimenter
Subject
Number.

Sex

Harvard
Score

21

F

6

22

F

6

23

F

5

24

F

3

25

F

8

26

F

7

27

M

2

28

M

0

29

M

7

30

M

7

31

M

10

32

F

7

33

F

1

34

F

0

35

F

4

36

F

7

37

M

2

38

M'

3

39

M

'3

40

M

11

41

M

11
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Table 7A
Harvard Scores for External Instructions,
!-my Condition, Male Experimenter
Subject
Number
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53

54
55
56
57
58

59
60
61
62

61
64
65

Sex
F
F
F

F
F
M

M
M
M
M
F

F
F
F
F
·F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M

M

Harvard
Score
7
9

12
7
8
4
4
2
4
7
10
9
8
7
8
8
7
8
8
5
4
1
7
5

9.7
Table 8A
Harvard Scores for External Instructions,
You-your Condition, Male Experimenter
Subject
Number

Sex

Harvard
Score

66

F

0

67

F

3

68

F

5

69

F

9

70

F

3

71

M

9

72

M

5

73

M

5

74

M.

5

75

M

5

76

F

7

77

F

9

78

F

5

79

F

0

80

F

2

81

F

9

82

M

3

83

M

9

84

M

6

85

M

9

86

M

4
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